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Graphene-reinforced Poly(vinyl alcohol) Electrospun Fibers as
Building Blocks for High Performance Nanocomposites
Sajjad Ghobadi,a Sina Sadighikia,a Melih Papila,a,b Fevzi Çakmak Cebeci,*
Gürsel* a,b

a,b

and Selmiye Alkan

Graphene-containing fibrous structures with high level of affinity towards polymer matrix solution have been proved to be
promising for high performance macroscopic nanocomposite reinforcement purposes. In this study, for the first time, cosolvent assisted well-dispersed thermally reduced graphene oxide dispersions were successfully prepared. Graphene
solutions were then further dissolved in poly(vinyl alcohol) solutions and electrospun, respectively, producing hollow
nanofibers, for which key properties, such as solution extensional viscosity and fiber mechanical properties, were studied.
The hollowness of as-spun fibers were comprehensively investigated through a focused ion beam-based advanced cutting
and cross-section techniques in a dual beam instrument. The effect of reduced graphene oxide content on individual fiber
alignment of mats subjected to tension forces, was studied via scanning electron microscopy. The analysis revealed that
the optimum alignment was achieved at 0.6 wt% graphene-content as-spun mats, in which the Young’s modulus was
improved by over 60% compared to the neat PVA as-spun mats. The mentioned phenomenon was found as responsible for
superior mechanical properties.

Introduction
The incorporation of graphite derivatives, such as reduced
graphene oxide (rGO), into aqueous polymer solutions have been
reported to introduce a noticeable improvement in overall
properties of the resulting nanocomposite material under
operation. The constructive effect of graphene addition was
particularly reported to be tremendously crucial in the fields of
1
2
ultrasensitive sensors and catalyst support applications . However,
to the date a comprehensive systematic investigation on the
defining characteristics of such nanocomposites with respect to
material compositions for a special, yet easy to obtain, type of
graphene without any functional groups was not reported in the
literature.
Superior mechanical, thermal and electrical properties along with
extremely high specific surface area are defining characteristics of
graphene as a 2D material which has resulted in many applications,
3
such as electrochemical sensors , micro and nano-electronics
4
5
devices , fuel cell membranes design for high-tech applications ,
6
anti-corrosion coatings , flame retardant high performance
7
8
nanocomposites , smart membranes for separation , and
9
mechanical reinforcement applications , proposed by research
10
groups during the past decade . Regarding the mentioned
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individual properties of graphene, particularly 2D filler performance
of the material and its derivatives in polymer based
nanocomposites prepared via spin-coating of graphene layers on
polymer substrate has been proved to be promising11.
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), was reported to be one of the most
reliable bio-degradable precursors in bio-compatible materials
12
preparation . It was shown that PVA demonstrates interesting
performance in different applications including enzyme
12
immobilizing composites , and transparent electrode membranes
13
. Considering PVA’s low mechanical, thermal and electrical
properties, the urge to introduce other components in the structure
with higher reinforcement abilities has been reported by different
12, 14
researchers
.
The most important driving force of this approach results from the
polymer’s unique structural feature of desirable hydroxyl side
groups, providing active sites for hydrogen-bond formation. This
feature makes most of polar organic solvents as well as those
containing filler dispersions perfectly dispersible in PVA aqueous
solutions. Thus the PVA/rGO mixture with an electrospinning
compatible quality can be obtained15.
The most reliable approach to optimize the final composite
properties was found to be benefiting from both the reinforcing
5, 16
nature of the filler material
, and synergistically aided by the
hydrogel formation potential of the PVA itself 12. This goal was
achieved by use of dimethyl formamide (DMF) as co-solvent to the
main aqueous solution. This special combination of solvents, DI
water as PVA solvent and DMF as the rGO dispersing media,
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High aspect-ratio nanofibers with different functionalities and
tunable direction of orientations can be easily achieved via
electrospinning. This approach for fibrous nanocomposite
preparation was reported as one of the most reliable methods
among fibrous structure fabrication techniques for its rapidness and
3a,
ease of performance, process flexibility and low cost of assembly
4b, 10b, 10c, 17
. Because of the hardship in achieving homogeneous
dispersion of thermally reduced graphite oxide (rGO) in aqueous
media, effective control on concentration of filler material in
hydrophilic matrix media was not achieved via electrospinning
process 11a, 16b.
In this study PVA/graphene fibrous nanocomposites assisted by
DMF as co-solvent, as well as graphene dispersing media, were
prepared through electrospinning process. To our knowledge, for
the first time, addition of this specific filler material, up to the
highest ever recorded concentration of 2 wt. % in dry mat (rGO/PVA
ratio within the dry product), to the matrix media was performed
via use of the co-solvent as a dispersing agent. Along with study on
thermal, electrical and mechanical properties of as-spun mats, as a
pioneer study for graphene containing suspensions, extensional
viscometry analysis was used as an index of solution behavior under
electrospinning process conditions. The effect of additive materials,
hydrogel forming co-solvent DMF and rGO as 2D filler, on
suspension properties such as apparent viscosity and normalized
diameter breakdown time, as the suspension jet quality indicator,
was investigated.

As a desirable comprehensive study on interior morphology of
nanofibrous composites, high-resolution electron microscopy
techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
9b
transmission electron microscopy
were used. Additionally, in
order to have more concise insight about the interior structure of
fibers, they were cut using advanced Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
techniques in a FIB/SEM dual beam platform with optimized
parameters. The hollow structure of fibers along with graphene
layers arrangement inside the nanocomposite mats was confirmed.

Experimental Methods
Materials
N, N-dimethyl formamide, graphite flakes, polyvinyl alcohol
(average M.W. 89000-98000 g/mol), KMnO4, H2SO4, H3PO4, HCl,
H2O2, and ethanol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen,
Germany) and used with no further purification.

followed by overnight stirring at constant temperature. The
reaction was stopped by addition of the reaction media onto a
mixture of 400 mL ice and 10 mL H2O2. The mixture was washed for
several times with dilute mixtures of HCl, DI water, and ethanol,
respectively. The final graphite oxide product was dried in vacuum
oven for 24 hours.
Thermally reduced graphite oxide (rGO) was then prepared via
thermal exfoliation of graphite oxide using a tubular furnace-quartz
tube system under a noble gas (Argon) atmosphere. During that
process, the isothermal step was set at 1000ᵒC for 12 minutes. The
resulting thermally reduced graphene oxide material was used
without any further treatment.
Suspension preparation
The electrospinning suspension was prepared via a two-step
process. (i) Certain amount of rGO (Table. 1) was added to 3.11 mL
of DMF. The rGO dispersion was then prepared via ultrasonic
dispersing in a homogenizing bath for 24 hours. ii) 8 mL of 16.67
w/v PVA aqueous solution was added to DMF/rGO suspension
followed by stirring for 30 minutes. The final polymer concentration
was 12 w/v%. As prepared electrospinning suspensions were
examined using capillary breakup extensional rheometry analysis
device, providing information about suspension viscosity behavior
under constant drawing rate as well as suspension jet break-down
profiles over time.
In order to have the best interpretation of their properties, samples
were categorized into two categories. Those with up to 0.6%
graphene contents were regarded as low content samples, while
those with higher filler concentrations categorized into the high
content ones.
Electrospinning
The final suspension was then conveyed to a 10 mL syringe. The
electrospinning process was conducted with fixed parameters of
needle tip-collector distance at 14 cm, potential difference at 10 kV,
and flow rate at 4.2 µL/min. The electrospun mats was collected on
aluminum foil and then peeled off for further characterization.
UTM Analysis
The mechanical properties of as-spun mats were studied by a UTM
device. The grip set was chosen for such measurement was
consisted of pressurized elastomeric grips, suitable for thin films. A
thin film sample compatible load cell of 200 N capacity was used for
the tension measurements. For each sample 5 respective specimens
2
of 50x20 mm dimensions was directly cut from the mats. The
samples were further trimmed at their edges in order to prevent
any stress concentration zone appearance.
Microscopy Analyses

Reduced graphite oxide synthesis
Graphite oxide (GO) was prepared via an improved method
published by Marcano and coworkers.10a During this procedure, a
mixture of 3 grams of graphite flakes, and 18 grams of KMnO4 was
initially prepared. The process was followed by addition of a 9:1
mixture (400 mL in total) H2SO4/H3PO4 to the reaction vessel kept in
an ice/water bath. The media was then heated up to 50˚C and

The interior texture of the structure was investigated by a FIB/SEM
Dual-Beam platform. For this investigation Jeol JIB-4601F DualBeam platform was used. Fibers were cut using the FIB technique
and imaging was done simultaneously with high-resolution scanning
electron microscopy (HR-SEM). Apart this, a scanning electron
microscopy imaging (SEM) was conducted to study surface texture
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electrospinning compatibility of the solution Although synergistic
effect of combining these methods in the final material properties is
anticipated, there is no record of pursuing this complex method.
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as well as interior structure of fibers. A Zeiss Leo supra 35VP SEMFEG was used in this step. This analysis was also used for average
fiber diameter measurements via Image J software. Transmission
electron microscopy provided to further confirm the location of rGO
in the fiber structures. In addition to the FIB, hollowness of as-spun
fibers was investigated in a Jeol 2000FX TEM system, as well.

The thermal stability of as-spun mats was studied via a Netzsch TGDTA analysis device. The nitrogen gas atmosphere was used for this
set of experiments, during which, the samples were heated up to
700°C with 10°C.min-1 heating rate.
Electrical Conductivity Measurement
Nanofibrous mats were subjected to electrical conductivity
meansurement via a CR-Cascade Microthech CP4 4-point probe
electrical conductivity measurement device.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry Analysis
In order to observe the crystallinity of the mats, DSC analysis was
conducted on selected samples by TA-Instruments, Q2000 DSC
device. The analysis method was to heat up the specimen from 25°C
up to 250°C and then cool down to the initial temperature. Having
known the enthalpy change value for the 100% crystalline PVA as
18
161.6 J/g , the crystallinity fraction of the samples were calculated
based on the ASTM E793 standard.
Suspension Rheology Analysis
As prepared electrospinning suspensions were examined using a
Thermo Scientific Haake-CaBER 1 capillary breakup extensional
rheometer. The information about the change in the apparent
viscosity and normalized suspension column diameter with respect
to strain rate and time were studied, respectively.

Fig. 1 A) XRD Analysis and B) Raman spectra of GO and rGO

The SEM images of graphite oxide and reduced graphite oxide show
their layered structures being changed from a packed form in GO,
where the individual layers are hardly can be detected, to rGO with
a well expanded structure with explicit borderlines between the
related graphene layers (Fig. 2A and 2B, respectively).
The TEM image of the rGO layers (Fig. 2C) shows them to be
transparent indicating enrichment to few layer structured graphene
material. It also shows smooth surface without any significant
feature or twisted area. This effect results in an obtaining higher
surface area filler material. This property resulted in further
increase the possibility of achieving polymer/filler interface.
However, it was shown that the quality of rGO dispersion played an
important role to achieve the desired load transfer at the
mentioned interface.

Results and Discussion
Reduced Graphite Oxide Characterization
The XRD spectra of the GO, and rGO, as the final product shows
perfect exfoliation of the graphene layers in a way that the relative
peak for oxide groups to be found on graphite oxide layers were
completely removed in reduced graphite oxide sample. Another
confirmation on the layer exfoliation can be achieved by presence
of flat line spectrum at 20-25 degrees (Fig. 1A). This study
conducted via a Bruker D8 Advanced XRD system.
Raman spectroscopy (Reinshaw, UK) was used to show the
desirable exfoliation of the product in which graphite oxide and
reduced graphene oxide show an increase in IG:ID peak intensity
ratio in TRGO sample in comparison with GO from 1.02 and 1.2 (Fig.
1B). It can be concluded from these values that the interlayer
10b
spacing, as a sign of material exfoliation, was greatly increased.
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Fig. 3 A) Apparent viscosity vs. strain rate of PW0, PWD0, and G1 samples,
and B) normalized diameter vs. time graph of all samples.

Fig. 2 SEM images of A) GO, B) rGO, and C) TEM image of rGO.

Electrospinning Suspension Analysis
19

As it was previously reported , the solution properties have a great
effect on obtained fiber microscopic properties, such as
morphology, alignment, and average diameters, as well as
macroscopic properties, e.g. thermal and mechanical properties.
Extensional viscometry as a novel method for analysis of rheological
behavior of suspensions and solutions under constant tension
forces, can be used as an index of the suspension behavior during
the electrospinning process. This ability of modulation, can further
assist the analysis of fluid jet quality and its consistency under
similar conditions. The apparent viscosity change with respect to
strain rate for the selected samples (Fig.3A) shows the effect of

The increase in the approximate apparent viscosity values of DMF
containing sample (PWD0) signifies that the physical hydrogel
formation takes place among polymer chains by introduction of the
co-solvent. Thus local viscosity heterogeneity within the polymer
solution occurs. The viscosity of PWD0 sample was recorded as
twofold higher comparing to the PW0. This solution microstructure
change further increased chain movement limitations. Increased
apparent viscosity values with respect to strain rate were then
concluded to be resulted from the mentioned change in chain
12
movement behavior . The viscosity and overall behavior of solution
exhibits no significant change in graphene-containing G1 sample.
This is regarded to low concentration of filler compared to the
matrix as well as its homogeneous dispersion benefitted from the
perfect interaction of DMF and PVA aqueous solution. This behavior
signifies that the filler addition will not show a noticeable
interference with the polymer solution behavior during the
electrospinning process. However, localized graphene clusters with
limited interaction with polymer solution resulted in formation of
viscosity fluctuating regions within the suspension. These regions
can become nanometer scale inconsistent regions under applied
tangential forces, e.g. electrospinning, therefore the suspension
showed a decrease in viscosity. As a result of viscosity increase in
DMF containing samples in comparison with PW0 sample, the
normalized diameter breakup time values were significantly
increased (Fig. 3B). Such behavior is a result of ultimate resistance
of the former type of fluid against droplet breakup phenomenon via
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Table 1 rGO content of prepared samples and their mechanical
properties

Sample

rGO
Content
(wt %)

Average
Diameter
(nm)

Young
Modulus
(MPa)

Tensile
Strength
(MPa)

PW0

0

338

64.73 ± 5.95

2.97 ± 0.72

PWD0

0

552

67.12 ± 9.12

3.21 ± 0.61

G0.2

0.2

389

69.84 ± 7.66

3.16 ± 0.85

G0.4

0.4

344

101.73 ± 4.88

2.95 ± 0.11

G0.6

0.6

235

103.98 ± 12.10

3.30 ± 0.09

G0.8

0.8

276

91.43 ± 7.50

3.38 ± 0.52

G1

1

292

87.67 ± 6.93

4.83 ± 0.28

G2

2

275

85.67 ± 12.51

5.51 ± 0.37

confirmed that graphene-based fillers have been perfectly
dispersed in the media as a result of the extensive dispersion
process in the DMF co-solvent media. This high quality of polymerfiller interaction was achieved by synergistic effect of stabilizing
nature of PVA in interaction with DMF co-solvent. As a result, in Fig.
2H, graphene layer-like textures embedded within the fibrous
structure were observed indicating that a desirable exfoliation of
23
graphitic layers was also achieved . However, the TEM image of G2
sample (Fig. 4H) shows that the graphene textures occurred at
irregular morphology sites of fibers. This effect is a result of cluster
formation tendency among graphene layers during the fiber
formation.

Exterior Texture and Interior Morphology Analysis
The SEM images of the electrospun fibers show that at low
graphene concentration samples (Fig. 4B) as a result of desirable
graphene dispersion achievement within the polymer solution, the
fiber morphologies as well as surface textures were almost identical
to the pristine polymer samples (Fig. 4A). However, the appearance
and density of irregular particles were increased in the high fillercontent samples (Fig. 4C). This phenomenon was due to lack of
success in achieving the desired filler dispersion within the PVA
solution media. In that regard, graphene agglomerations as well as
bead-like features were introduced to the mat structures. The
morphology consistency was regarded as a parameter reflecting the
fluctuations in electrospinning process. It was concluded that poor
filler dispersion introduced heterogeneity in the solution, thus
process fluctuations were also increased.
The increase in fiber diameter values (Table 1) of PWD0 sample is
considered as a result of physical hydrogel forming effect of
DMF/polymer interactions. As it was mentioned during rheology
investigation, this effect resulted in higher viscosity values. Thus,
the required force to obtain fine fibrous structure was increased. As
it was clarified by rheology analysis, well-distributed filler dispersion
in the electrospinning solution played an effective role in solution
viscosity increase, thus improvement in jet formation quality with
minimal process defects was achieved. As a result the fiber
diameters showed a decreasing trend with respect to graphene
content. However, at higher filler concentrations, such as G1 and
G2 sample, due to presence of filler clusters, the fluctuations during
the process will be increased. Local viscosity fluctuations arising
from graphene cluster formation in the solution consequently
resulted in relatively higher fiber diameters as well as irregular
morphologies appearance. The effect of viscosity change on
increase in process disturbances producing such defects cannot be
ignored as well. As shown in Fig. 4G that for G0.6, hollow interior
structure was formed within the electrospun mats by introduction
of rGO in the fiber structure. Although formation of filler
22
agglomerations have been shown in recent reports , our imaging

Fig. 4 SEM images of samples A) PW0, B) G0.6, C) G2, SEM images of FIB
milled samples D) PWD0, E) G0.6, F) G2, TEM images of G) G0.6, and H) rGO
cluster in sample G2, respectively

Electrical Conductivity Measurement
The electrical conductivity results of as-spun nanofibrous mats
measured are shown in Table 2. Although for graphene containing
samples a significant improvement of two orders of magnitude in
comparison with the pristine samples was recorded, due to high
amount of insulating PVA content and its dominant coverage all
around the graphene nanosheets, effective contact among the
additive material’s particles was not formed. This effect resulted in
-1
electrical conductivity values at µS.cm range. The highest electrical
conductivity value was recorded for G2 sample as 18.34 µS.cm-1.
This phenomenon was reported to be effective on the electrical
conductivity of similar fibrous structures by other research groups
18
as well .
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20
improving characteristics . This effect shows that under a constant
force, such as the fluid jet forming force during electrospinning, the
graphene containing samples will have higher jet consistency
resulting in further improvement of fiber quality 21.
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Table 2 Electrical conductivity values of as-spun mats
Electrical Conductivity
( µS.cm-1 )

PW0

0.04 ± 0.01

PWD0

0.3 ± 0.04

G0.2

6.2 ± 1.2

G0.4

9.7 ± 1.9

G0.6

10.3 ± 2.5

G0.8

14.1 ± 1.9

G1

15.6 ± 3.0

G2

18.3 ± 2.8

Table 3 Temperature regions of decomposition peaks of as-spun
fibrous mats

Thermal Stability and Crystallinity
The thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) results shows that the
decomposition behavior of the electrospun mats have been
relatively improved due to incorporation of graphene compartment
(Fig. 5). The temperature region for the material decomposition
within the PWD0 sample with no incorporated graphene is
recorded as 345˚C. By introducing graphene the thermal
decomposition temperature was increased by over 20˚C for P0.2,
where a further 60 degree improvement was shown in higher
graphene containing sample behaviors. This effect can also be
noticed by studying the remaining mass at 600˚C where the highest
residue was recorded at high graphene-content samples. This
shows the constructive effect of graphene through thermal stability
9b, 14, 24
improvement of the fibrous structure.

Sample

1stDecomposition
(˚C)

2nd Decomposition
(˚C)

PW0

197-286

299-368

PWD0

204-341

341-429

G0.2

289-372

372-486

G0.4

246-398

398-493

G0.6

230-380

380-514

G0.8

259-406

406-527

G1

277-402

402-510

G2

281-395

395-541

The governing effecting parameters in the case of strain at tensile
strength are the polymer crystallinity as well as graphene cluster
alignment. The FT-IR analysis was used to determine the change in
crystallinity of polymer chains within the fibers with the increase in
graphene amount (Fig. 6A). The device used for this analysis was a
-1
Thermo Scientific iS10 FT-IR platform. The peak at 1144 cm was
mentioned to be a determining peak for C-O or –OH groups in
14
crystalline regions. Since there was no observed peak shift for the
crystallinity peak with respect to graphene content change, the
crystallinity behavior of as-spun mats was proved to be similar.
The DSC analysis was conducted to investigate the crystallinity of
as-spun mats (Fig. 6B). The crystallinity of the samples was 12.7%
with minimal standard deviation of 0.46. The thermal behavior of
the samples as well as their respective calculated degree of
crystallinity were also similar with the previous reports in the
25
literature .

Fig. 5 TGA analysis graphs of electrospun mats.
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Figure 6 A) FT-IR spectra of selected sample and B) DSC analysis
of selected as spun mats at the cooling region.
Mechanical Properties of Nanocomposites
The mechanical test results can be discussed in two regions of
deformation: initial part of the testing (small deformation) shows
the incorporation of graphene led to increase of stiffness compared
to neat PVA fibers (Table 1), G0.6 sample giving the highest, in
which the highest level of constructive polymer-graphene
9a, 14
.
interaction with desirable load transfer ability was observed
The second part after the noticeable change in the slope suggests
yielding-like behavior and associated large deformation afterwards.
The slope/stiffness in the large deformation zone indicates that
higher the GO content results in higher stiffness and strength (Table
1 and Fig. 7C). A gradual increase in tensile strength values was
recorded as the graphene content in the PVA fibers was increased
(Table 1 and Fig. 7C). This effect was mentioned to be the result of
both high strength constituents along with constructive
polymer/filler interaction. However, the synergistic effect of
graphene layer alignment among the high filler-concentration mats
is found to be responsible for their desired improved strength (Fig.
4H).

Fig. 7 A) Stress-strain plot of electrospun mats, B) picture of G2%
specimen i) before, and ii) after tension test, and C) Young’s
modulus (in the initial 0.2% strain range) and tensile strength and
the trend of fiber alignment as the tension test progressed until
failure with respect to graphene content as a key factor responsible
for the change in as-spun mats’ mechanical properties.
At low graphene content a desirable dispersion of filler particles
was easily achieved, while at higher contents the ultimate
dispersion achieved was not as homogeneous as of the lower
concentrations. This effect resulted in formation of either weak
polymer-graphene or graphene-graphene interfaces. The irregular
morphologies shown in the SEM images of high concentration
samples also confirm the increase in filler-filler interactions. The
higher the density of such interactions, less deformability may be
9a
expected also reported by (Fig. 7A). The specimen macroscopic
necking-like behavior was observed as exemplified in Fig. 3B. The
responsible phenomenon for such a large deformation can arguably
be attributed to not only to the plastic deformation of the individual
fibers, but also change in orientation of the fibers (random as
received) relative to the load direction. Fig. 7B also shows how
numerous nanofibers were finally aligned in particular for low
concentration of graphene. In G0.6 sample, similar to pristine
sample, high level of fiber alignment was observed, while by
increasing the graphene content, the fibrous structure remained
stable during the drawing process and the fiber alignment behavior
showed a dramatic diminishing trend (Fig. 7C). In regard to large
deformation zone until failure, the plastic deformation of the fibers
is also assessed by the change in the stretched fibers. Fig. 8 suggest
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Whilst studying the trend of the mentioned mechanical properties
in high concentration samples, 0.8-2 wt. %, on one hand a relative
decrease in samples’ initial stiffness was observed due to increase
in fraction of weak filler-filler interactions. On the other hand, as
the concentration of ultra-high-strength filler was increased up to
approximately 2 wt. %, the mechanical strength records showed an
almost twofold increase.

solvent as dispersing/hydrogel forming agent. However, the
addition of rGO in the media introduced more fluctuations to the
process thus jet quality was decreased.
The effect of rGO content on both the exterior textures and the
interior morphology of as-spun fibers were investigated and it was
shown that the amount of irregular morphology among fibrous
structures was increased with respect to increase in rGO content.
The mentioned phenomenon was proved to be the result of
electrospinning process fluctuations, among which the rGO cluster
formation in the electrospinning suspension found to be the key
factor for formation of such structures. Focused ion milling study
revealed that the interior morphology of the fibers was changed
from a bulk structure to a hollow, cylindrical shape in the pristine
and graphene containing samples, respectively. Such a noticeable
improvement was found to be due to the formation of a viscosity
profile within the electrospinning suspension as the high-viscosity,
rGO-rich regions of suspension increased within the electrospinning
jet.
A 100°C increase in the final decomposition temperature of as-spun
fibers was recorded for the 2 wt. % graphene-content sample
compared to the pristine one, showing that the thermal stability of
fibers were improved by almost 20% as the concentration of
thermally stable rGO increased to the ultimate value of 2 wt. % with
respect to dry product mass. The optimum properties in terms of
mechanical stiffness and tensile strength of the freestanding fibrous
thin layers were achieved at the moderate rGO concentration of 0.6
wt. %. FT-IR and DSC analyses on the specimens subjected to
tension, and via these methods it was shown that the crystallinity of
polymer chains was not changed among samples with various
graphene contents.
It was shown that the individual fiber alignment along with
constructive addition of rGO were responsible factors for tensile
strength and mechanical stiffness improvement of rGO-containing
samples in comparison with the pristine as-spun mats among
which, sample with 0.6 wt% graphene showed the optimal
alignment of fibers which resulted in over 60% improvement in its
Young’s modulus property compared to neat PVA sample.
As a result of tunable superior thermal and mechanical properties,
along with unique hollow structure of the electrospun fibrous mats,
their application in production of high stiffness, and thermally
stable nanocomposites is strongly acknowledged.
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Co-solvent assisted dispersion of as-prepared reduced graphene
oxide in poly(vinyl alcohol) aqueous solution at highest content of 2
wt. %, with respect to dry mass, was successfully prepared followed
by electrospinning of the PVA/rGO suspensions. Noticeable change
in viscosity and rheological behavior extensional viscometry analysis
of electrospinning suspensions was observed indicating the
electrospinning jet formation improvement due to addition of co-
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the contribution of the plastic deformation of the fibers was
substantial for the PVA fibers alone, whereas the rGO content
seemed to be limiting factor for the permanent change in the
average diameter of the fibers. The low graphene-concentration
samples had a gradual increasing behavior in terms of initial
stiffness, while in the high filler-content nanofibers an abrupt
decrease in terms of the mentioned strain values was shown. (Fig.
7-C) The effect of the increase in brittle, mechanically weak fillerfiller interfaces also provides confirmation for the Young modulus
change of the samples in terms of graphene content. The highest
modulus was recorded for the G0.6 sample, in which the highest
level of constructive polymer-graphene interaction with desirable
load transfer ability was observed 9a, 11a, 14. As it was shown in the
Fig. 7C, The Young’s modulus starts to increase in the low rGOcontent samples, where the tensile strength does not show a
noticeable change. The study suggests that such a phenomenon
was caused by constructive interactions between well-dispersed
rGO and polymer matrix’s chains which will further improve Young’s
modulus. However, at those concentration values, despite the
desirable load transfer to the filler, tensile strength remains almost
the same due to low concentration of high strength component in
the nanostructure.
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